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this is not to say, however, that the armed struggle has no support within the tamil diaspora. far
from it. it is opposed by the majority of the tamil community. these are diaspora tamils who have

shared with their counterparts in sri lanka a patriotic or perhaps more accurately, a religious
attachment to their motherland and are currently in exile. bose's mission was to spread his message
to europe, india, china, and africa. it was the speech, the music, the light, the flag, the uniforms and
the total conviction that united the ina soldiers. the ina, under the theme, mein kampf, not only had

a direct effect in sparking off the anti-british struggle in india, which eventually grew into a well
coordinated movement, but it also influenced hitler's political formation and ideology. the effect of

the mein kampf on bose has never been discussed. but we are convinced that his ideas have
enriched hitler's party ideology. (emphasis mine) how was national consciousness among the

minorities to be aroused? what were the channels through which the sentiments of their people
could be channelled? were their people prepared for a revolutionary solution to the existing set of

problems? members of the course were among the first to be mobilised for resistance. some, like a.
ambatiyar and p. pambigal, were to play prominent roles in the ina struggle. but s. v. chidambaram,
a. manickam, m. k. prakasan, v. rangarajan, m. ramachandran, d. e. r. lakshmanan, m. rajagopalan,

t. kesavamoorthy, and others at various stages in their lives were to demonstrate an abiding
commitment to the cause.
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once the concrete road to jaffna had been
completed, rjaratnam went to the district office
and asked for permission to construct roads and

bridges to link the towns of mullaitivu and
mannar within the district, having pointed out

that this was the only way of restoring
communications between them. this was

granted, and as a result, the population within
the district increased. however, the movement
of military resources to this southern quarter

was somewhat impeded by the security
situation within the jaffna district. the ltte had

strengthened its fighters in the jaffna peninsula
with the introduction of new cadres and
weapons by burmese sympathisers. this

resulted in an acute security situation inside the
district. though the ltte had political bases in

jaffna district, they retained their link with the
pirapakkam camp. the armed resistance had to

be maintained within the confines of jaffna
peninsula to protect the organisation. [xiv] to

provide for such hard-pressed security needs of
the ltte, some areas of jaffna district were
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demilitarized and declared ‘no-go’ areas. this
area was only accessible by way of the formal
offices of the district, which were in mullaitivu.

because of the isolation, the movement of
military supplies was difficult. this hampered the
movement of military equipment to the south-
east. rjaratnam was a leader of the office staff.

he was sent by the office staff to mullaitivu,
where he found that his work was useful. he had
been selected for that purpose. so he could be

trusted. he was able to bring in military supplies
for safe passage. 5ec8ef588b
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